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Add images or videos to give survey takers context or instructions. Send collected data to other apps with Zapier, Automate.io, Slack, HubSpot, and other integrations. If you lost your job due to the pandemic or other reasons, here are the steps to take next to file an unemployment claim online.Step 1: Contact Your State Unemployment
AgencyWhether you were laid off because of the pandemic or lost your job due to other unforeseen circumstances, filing for unemployment benefits is one way to cover a portion of your monthly bills while you’re between jobs. Use your logo, branded banners, and brand colors to keep your brand experience consistent. Several states conduct
telephone interviews before the final ruling to help prevent potential unemployment insurance fraud. Enterprise, which requires a custom quote: Includes live survey editing, customizable email alerts, customizable URLs and login pages, conditional formatting, 9 types of exports, and so on. Although this rule may vary by state at times due to special
circumstances (like a global pandemic), the general rule of thumb is that you’re expected to pursue work leads every week and report your work search efforts in your weekly claim.Do you have COVID-19-specific questions about unemployment benefits and stimulus checks? Google Forms: Best 100% free tool Google is known for offering some of the
best and most widely-used free business tools. Nearly all unemployment agencies accept claims online, especially in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. Maximum number of surveys: Unlimited Maximum questions per survey: 10 Maximum responses: 100 per survey Noteworthy free features Here’s what Zoho Survey’s free version includes: All question
types. Rather than using traditional email surveys, Qualaroo lets you ask the right question to the right person at the right time. Photo Courtesy: skaman306/Moment/Getty Images Once your claim has been processed, you will need to make an appointment at your nearest American Job Center for your state or set up an account online. Just seconds to
collect and analyze your responses. Surveys for every screen size. Why not take five minutes to make a list of your priorities now and see which tools on our list match them? Or, if not, they have limited functionality. Make sure your messaging is clear and persuasive. Start reviewing collected data the second it comes in. Maximum number of surveys:
Unlimited Maximum questions per survey: 10 Maximum responses: 10 responses per month Noteworthy free features The free Typeform plan includes: Logic jumps. Maximum number of surveys: 5 Maximum questions per survey: 100 Maximum responses: 100 per month (with total submission storage of 500) Noteworthy free features What stands out
about Jotform’s free plan? Media options. Google Forms is one of them. When you don’t want to spend time on design, choose a ready-to-go theme. But it’s not just tailored to big-name brands. Relying too much on your own ideas and opinions. Thousands of templates. By the end of April, a staggering 30 million Americans had filed for unemployment
benefits. This app isn’t free but does offer a free trial so you can see if it’s right for you. If you want to make sure your claim isn’t delayed, be sure to complete all the sections fully and accurately. 10 survey themes. If you’re wondering how to file a claim after all the changes, we can help you figure it out. Integrations with Google Analytics, Marketo,
Zapier, Slack, and more. Many such tools: Have free plans (with the option to upgrade for access to more robust features) Make it possible to reach out to and start collecting data and feedback from large groups of people today Offer data analysis features to help you make sense of (and act on) the feedback you receive. Click "Save" and now you
have a space delimited data file with three fields, food, type, and food industry. The 8 best free online survey tools It’s never been easier to get the raw insights you need to improve your business. Find out the best data file format for the software reading the data file before you create it. Spend less time creating surveys by modifying existing ones.
Create customized, frictionless experiences for survey participants by guiding them through your survey in a structured manner (and with thoughtful questions that yield without forcing them to answer irrelevant questions). Spruce it up to suit your brand and style with customizable themes.Share your surveys instantly with everyone on your list,
using social media and email campaigns. Enterprise, which requires a custom quote: Includes unlimited everything, custom domains, white-labeling, and more. Even worse, months later, many jobless people were still desperately trying to cut through all the red tape and the massive volume of people to file their own unemployment claims. Jotform
claims to have the largest selection of free templates available online and, with more than 7,000 listed, that’s not hard to believe. This full-featured, end-to-end online survey software has a plan fit for any business size. Typeform: Best user experience Like SurveyMonkey, Typeform is probably one of the first tools that come to mind for online survey
creation as it’s known for being an effective way to gather customer feedback and data. Not only is data storage secure, but SSL encryption protects participants’ information. P.S. If you choose an annual plan for any of the above, you’ll get unlimited responses, which is great if you routinely create surveys for large groups of people. Virtual systems
also reduce errors and speed up the claim process. Pro at $66 per month: Includes automatic survey expiry, graded quizzes, downloadable results, survey embeds, and much more. Not to mention the fact that surveys, when implemented the right way, can serve as a form of customer engagement. To recap, here are the best free online survey tools:
Google Forms: Best 100% free tool SurveyMonkey: Best for short surveys Typeform: Best user experience Jotform: Most complete freemium plan SoGoSurvey: Best for scaling SurveyPlanet: Best unlimited freemium plan Zoho Survey: Best for Zoho users Crowdsignal: Best for WordPress users (Exceptions are currently in place to qualify independent
contractors and the self-employed, but those rules expire at the end of 2020.) Photo Courtesy: Stefan Wermuth/Bloomberg/Getty Images Each state has different compliance requirements with respect to minimum wages and working hours, so we recommend consulting your state’s unemployment agency for details. Photo Courtesy: JGI/Tom Grill/Getty
Images After you’ve lost your job, contact your state unemployment agency as soon as possible. You can get started today with no credit card required. Go beyond basic form fields and elements. Respondents can take your surveys on iOS and Android for ease of use on the go. Analyze the data with Google Sheets for an even deeper
understanding.Mere minutes to create your survey. Type in, lettuce vegetable whole, and hit the "Enter" key again. Qualaroo pricing starts at $80/month and offers a free trial for you to check out all the features. From start to finish, Typeform is the cream of the crop as far as user experience goes. Use an online survey tool. Google Forms is not only a
100% free tool but Google also has been generous as far as features are concerned. Here are the eight best survey tools to help you: Google Forms SurveyMonkey Typeform Jotform SoGoSurvey SurveyPlanet Zoho Survey Crowdsignal 1. Most data files are in the format of a flat file or text file (also called ASCII or plain text). Although free, this plan is
by no means basic. Invite people to help edit your surveys, or send reports to let them know the results.Share Your SurveyAll featuresZoho Survey is top-rated in most review platforms in the survey software category. Paid plans and features Zoho Survey has three paid versions with more functionality. Plus, the overall user interface is simple,
minimal, modern, resulting in efficient survey creation and great experiences for survey respondents. Type in, burger meat fast, and hit the "Enter" key. Paid plans and features SoGoSurvey also has paid versions. Try one to see the tool’s capabilities and judge the quality of the user experience for yourself. Instead of starting from scratch every time,
grab a template and modify it to fit your needs. Take the free plan, for example. The best way to get a true read on your audience? In fact, studies consistently show there are gaps between what marketers think consumers want and what consumers actually want. Premium at $25 per month: Includes unlimited signals, branching and logic trees,
syncing to Google Sheets, exports, report filters, and more. Noteworthy features Unlimited Nudges. Bonus tool: Qualaroo If you’re looking for something a little more advanced, you might consider the contextual online survey tool Qualaroo. Team at $29 per user per month: Includes shared theme, templates, and assets, centralized company data, and
team analysis, filtering, and exports. Have responses sent to Google Sheets automatically to view, filter, and sort your data any way you want. Enterprise plans are also available if you need custom response limits and seats, custom domains and branding, Single Sign-On, etc. Unlike many alternatives, this survey tool doesn’t limit the types of
questions you can ask (although the free version does limit logic). Finally, keep in mind that unemployment benefits are taxable, so it’s generally wise to choose to have taxes withheld from each payment when you first open your claim.Step 5: Collect Your Unemployment BenefitsMost claims are processed within two to three calendar weeks or 10
business days, although delays could occur during times of high claim volumes. To qualify for unemployment, an individual who lost their job must be eligible for work, able to work and actively seeking employment. Depending on the state you reside in, you will be eligible to apply for unemployment benefits online, in person, on the phone or by
mailing in a claim form. If you have any difficulty locating your local center, contact your state unemployment agency for assistance. These state-run agencies give people access to job listings and career training resources, and registration is mandatory to receive your unemployment insurance benefits. Publishing to social media. Without a doubt, the
ongoing pandemic throws a bit of a wrench into the process of actively seeking work, so that component may vary from state to state and could change at any time. Both give a ton of value away for free. Skip logic and page branching. This tool is best for scaling. The free version of this survey tool will work if you create short, straightforward surveys
and don’t need bells and whistles. Drag and drop free text, multiple-choice, rating scale, matrix, name, email, URL, headline, and other fields and elements to build your survey. Feedback campaign consultation. Since those early days of chaos, most states have adapted and made improvements to handle all the claims. Silver at $39 per month:
Includes up to 50 forms, 2,500 monthly submissions and a 25,000 submission storage total, HIPAA compliance, and more. Some online survey tools offer no payment gateways or only a few such as PayPal and Stripe. Plus at $35 per month: Includes features such as unlimited survey questions, 3,000 responses monthly, complete design customization,
customizable reports, sentiment analysis, integrations, and more. Enterprise at $109 per month: Includes features such as 7,000 monthly responses, user management and department creation, audit logs, and personalized training and onboarding. Here are your options. Think original research for thought leadership content. Data downloads. Plus at
$59 per month: Includes up to 1,000 responses per month, 3 users, custom links and subdomains, redirects, and more. The free version of Crowdsignal is best if you’re a WordPress fan and need a simple online survey tool for light usage. However, the quality and completeness of the survey tool itself can make that extra task on your to-do list worth
it. Maximum number of surveys: Unlimited Maximum questions per survey: Unlimited Maximum responses: Unlimited Noteworthy free features SurveyPlanet’s free plan gives access to: 30+ languages. Pro at $49 per month: Includes up to 5,000 responses a month, custom variables, multilingual surveys and reports, webhooks, and triggers. com
login. Click "Start > All Programs > Accessories", then select "Notepad." This will open Notepad, a text editor. Create surveys from scratch or use one of Typeform’s templates as a starting point. The questions are asked via unobtrusive “Nudges” and the responses are processed through its proprietary Sentiment Analysis technology. Click "File" then
"Save" and type the name of your data file in the "File name:" section of the "Save As" dialog box. Premier Annual at $1,428 per year: Includes unlimited surveys, questions per survey, ad collectors, 7,500 responses per year, priority email support, and 180+ templates. Enterprise at $250 per year: Includes all Pro features plus teams, survey insights,
and custom URLs. SurveyPlanet has several live previews on its website for different use cases, including conducting market research. And, even if you’re not, this tool might suit you if you create short employee or customer feedback surveys. During this interview, you will be asked specific questions about your employment background and other
information mentioned in your claim. You can get started for free without tons of restrictions and upgrade as you do more surveys or require more features. If you like WordPress themes like TwentyTwentyOne or want a simple way to keep the design of your surveys on-brand, you can choose from popular WordPress design themes. This runs on IBM
Watson, a powerful natural-language-processing AI that gives you actionable user insights. Our peers over at Ask.com have the answers. Real-time responses. Photo Courtesy: SDI Productions/E+/Getty Images When you file your claim, you will be asked for some personal information, including your name, address(es), social security number (SSN),
last 18 months of employment history, a record of wages earned and the reason and dates for your employment termination. It also has a plan for businesses in case several people on your team are involved in survey creation or data collection and analysis. In some cases, people who were fired, suspended or asked to take a leave of absence don’t
qualify for unemployment. A filter. 8. Standard Monthly at $99 per month: Includes features such as unlimited questions per survey, 1,000 responses per month, unlimited collectors, 180 templates, and so on. With such a wide range of templates to choose from, you’ll never have to worry about not knowing where to start with survey creation. See the
percentage of participants that selected a certain answer to spot patterns at a glance and, as a result, make more informed decisions. Regardless of the plan chosen, every Qualaroo user gets the core features that every good survey software needs: Engagement options – In-Product Nudge™, Link Nudge™, website overlay, lead gen form, and NPS

Survey customization – branching and skip logic, visual customization, and Nudge placement Audience targeting – behavioral, URL, and technology Which is the best online survey tool? Embed audio or video, provide introductory or descriptive text, and display images in surveys to give participants helpful context and collect quality responses.
Automatically sync form data with tools you already use for time-savings and better information management. Send your surveys to participants via up to three modes including links, website embeds, and email. Note: If you’re interested in the team plan, be aware that it’s billed annually. 4. In fact, the company claims that 87% of users get deeper
insights with its tool than with alternative online survey tools. As you’ll see, most free online survey tools are actually freemium tools. The success and longevity of most businesses hinge on customer and employee satisfaction. 40+ payment gateways. Gather feedback on the quality of your customer service. The online process isn’t just helpful for
pandemic safety reasons. Various question types. These platforms include the renowned G2Crowd, GetApp, Capterra, and the emerging SoftwareReviews.Peggy DeamerAssistant Dean, Yale University.Chris Easterwood Territory Recruiter, Colonial Life and AccidentBill PetersVisual ArtistTrusted by the world's best.AppleAdidasHBOCredit
SuisseGENike By Maureen Bruen i data image by jeancliclac from Fotolia.com To create a data file you need software for creating ASCII, text, or plain text files. What’s one of the worst mistakes you can make as a business owner or marketer? Embed your online surveys on your site, share them via social media or send them via email to collect as
many responses as possible. Set up email notifications, if possible, and watch closely for any messages requesting additional information. Data files can have several formats. SoGoSurvey’s free and paid plans make creating online surveys easy no matter what stage you’re at now or are aiming for down the road. Maximum number of surveys:
Unlimited Maximum questions per survey: 10 Maximum responses: 10 per survey Noteworthy free features SurveyMonkey’s free plan offers access to: Three collectors. Paid plans and features Considering upgrading to a paid version? Business at $99 per month: Includes up to 10,000 responses a month, drop-off rates, advanced embed options,
analytics features, priority support, and so on. Since the free version integrates mainly with Zoho tools, this is a great option if you’re already a Zoho user. Standard Annual at $192 per year: Includes unlimited surveys, 10 questions and 40 responses per survey, three collectors, and more. Pro at $20 per month: Includes features such as custom
themes, question branching, results filtering, and white-labeling just to name a handful. If you fail to file your weekly claim, your benefits may be delayed or stopped altogether. One less password to remember if you sign in via an existing WordPress account, which will also automatically sync your Gravatar image. Ask for product feedback from your
current or ideal customers. Basic elements and fields. Every survey you make is automatically optimized for mobile, freeing your audience to respond anywhere, from any mobile device.Go Mobile Lacking an audience? Maximum number of surveys: Unlimited Maximum questions per survey: Unlimited Maximum responses: 2,500 signals (each question
equals a signal) Noteworthy free features Crowdsignal features: WordPress design themes. Just choose your preferred demographics and we’ll take care of collecting your responses.Start Your Research Create as a team. Zoho Survey: Best for Zoho users Another free online survey tool with great ratings and reviews is Zoho Survey. Crowdsignal: Best
for WordPress users Crowdsignal—built by the team behind WordPress.com—is also one of the best online survey tools. Paid plans and features If you want to upgrade, for example, to see responses beyond the 2,500 signals on the free plan, you have a few options. SoGoSurvey: Best for scaling SoGoSurvey is used by the likes of Apple, IBM, Marriott,
and Sony. 2. Long story short, where you’re currently residing might not be the state that will pay you unemployment benefits if you haven’t lived there long. It also has plans specifically for teams and enterprises. Looking to do frequent and/or large-scale surveys now or in the future? Basic at $29 per month: Includes features such as 100 responses
per month with unlimited questions, file uploads, and payment acceptance. Maximum number of surveys: Unlimited Maximum questions per survey: Unlimited Maximum responses: 100 email invitations and responses per survey per year and up to 200 email invitations and responses per year Noteworthy free features With one of the most robust free
plans available, SoGoSurvey’s Basic plan offers: A template bank. The data can be delimited by a space, tab or comma or it can have no delimiters at all. Survey distribution. In most cases, you will file a claim with the state where you most recently worked, but if you recently relocated from another state, that may not be the case. These steps may take
place as you’re filing your application, or they could be the last steps in determining your eligibility. Data analysis features. View results graphically and in real-time.Sign up for freeWith over 25 question types, and features like skip logic and piping, you can design your perfect survey. You’ll be required to answer some questions about any work you
completed each week as well as any other income you received. Noteworthy free features Some of Google Forms’ best features are: Responses to spreadsheets. Advanced export capabilities. The simplest way to systemize this? Download survey insights and store them where it’s most convenient for you. Get the valuable insights you need from your
employees, customers, and others, no matter what language they or you are most comfortable with. These include multi-select, text boxes, radio buttons, Likert scales, like/dislike, ratings, and dropdowns. Make participants more comfortable giving honest answers and remove conscious and unconscious bias from the equation during data analysis.
Printable results overviews. Gauge employee satisfaction. If you’re after a modern, minimal, seamless user experience—for yourself and the people you’ll be surveying—Typeform is worth trying. Gather more responses by getting the word out about your survey to as much of your target audience as possible. Business at $59 per month: Includes
features such as custom domains, redirect after submit, customizable CSS themes, API access, and more. Texas, for example, waived their work search requirement for many months but reinstated it on November 1. 7. So, if you create a lot of surveys, you’ll need to monitor your usage. And, of course, you can also try the other survey tools on this list
to find the best fit. Microsoft Excel will be reading a space delimited data file in this example. SurveyMonkey: Best for short surveys With “20 million questions answered daily,” SurveyMonkey is one of the leading online survey tools. Reach your audience on every device. The format you choose for a data file is directly related to the software reading
the data file. Our SSL protection will ensure that your surveys remain safe and private.Customizable reports help you visualize response trends and make informed decisions. Paid plans and features SurveyMonkey has paid plans for individuals, teams, and enterprises. 5. Photo Courtesy: Witthaya Prasongsin/Moment/Getty Images Due to the COVID19 pandemic, unemployment rates rose sharply in the United States in the spring of 2020. If you fail to answer the questions correctly — or don’t consent to this process — you will most likely be asked to provide the agency with documents that verify your identity.Step 4: File Your ClaimOnce you confirm your eligibility, it’s time to file your claim.
Additionally, if your application is denied for any reason, you have the right to file an appeal to try to overturn the denial.Step 3: Verify Your IdentityDuring the initial application process, each state’s unemployment division will ask you to verify and authenticate your identity. 40 short survey templates. Competitor SoGoSurvey offers more free
features than SurveyPlanet. 3. Compare how different groups of participants responded to your survey questions. Premium at $99 per month: Includes all basic and advanced question types, survey participant anonymity, survey auto-translation, pre- and post-population, autosave, and more. Moreover, if you willingly quit your job, are an independent
contractor or otherwise self-employed, or can’t go back to work for health or other reasons, you might not qualify. Bronze at $29 per month: Includes up to 25 forms, up to 1,000 monthly submissions and 10,000 total submissions, 250 fields per form, and no Jotform branding. Jotform has more limits to keep up with than other tools—monthly and total
submissions, monthly form views, fields per form, monthly payments submissions, and available space. Not only is the onboarding process quick and easy, but it also gives users a taste of what it’s like to fill out Typeforms, giving them confidence in their decision to sign up. It’s packed with flexible features to help you create sophisticated surveys,
even on the free plan. Paid plans and features If you outgrow the free plan, here are your options. 250+ templates. Usually a paid feature, logic jumps allow survey-takers to skip to the questions that are most relevant to them based on their responses. Paid plans and features Jotform has four paid versions as well. Gold at $99 per month: Includes 100
forms, 10,000 monthly submissions and up to 100,000 total submissions, and 1,000 monthly payment submissions. Pre-made templates. With Jotform you get access to more than 40 so that you can accept payments with ease. The state agency will provide guidance on that as well as any other issues that could impact your claim.Step 2: Determine
Your EligibilityAs stated earlier, you need to meet certain criteria in order to be eligible for unemployment benefits. However, since SurveyPlanet also allows unlimited responses on the free plan in addition to unlimited surveys and questions, this gives it an edge as the best unlimited freemium tool. Identify the software reading your data file and
determine the best data file format to use. In this post, I’m going to cover the eight best free online survey tools you can use to stay on top of your customers’ needs, including: What they’re best for Noteworthy free features Paid plans and features Why online survey tools? Plus at $25 per month: Includes features such as skip logic, custom thank you
messages, single-use email invites, real-time reports, data filters, and more. It depends on the reason you were fired, and the rules vary by state. MORE FROM ASKMONEY.COM Create your survey in minutes. 6. 100+ integrations. Jotform: Most complete freemium plan Jotform is another one of the most popular online survey tools and for good
reason. While you may be breathing an initial sigh of relief once your initial claim is processed, be sure to maintain your eligibility status by continuing your job search as directed.Step 6: File Your Weekly Payment Request and Keep Up the Job SearchOnce you start receiving unemployment benefits, you have to file weekly or biweekly (varies by state)
payment requests online to be paid — no exceptions. Add widgets for e-signatures, form calculations, checklists, inventory, PDF embeds, and much more. These types of requests are typically very time sensitive. Photo Courtesy: Justin Sullivan/Getty Images In some cases, an unemployment official will interview you to clarify and verify details
regarding your case and your identity. 100+ widgets. But before you do, prioritize what features you need now and consider how your needs may evolve. So it should be your habit to periodically gather feedback from these groups to: Do fresh market research. That way, you can start off with the right tool and hopefully save yourself the hassle of
having to switch later on. Support for mobile devices. Advantage Annual at $384 per year: Includes Unlimited surveys and questions per survey, 5,000 responses per year, priority email support, and so on. While the best online survey tool for you will ultimately depend on your business needs and budget, I’d recommend starting with Google Forms or
Jotform. Online surveys. Photo Courtesy: svetikd/E+/Getty Images Finally, it’s important to keep in mind that unemployment benefits are usually contingent upon a recipient doing their part to actively look for a new job. SurveyPlanet: Best unlimited freemium plan While not as well-known as some other names in the industry, SurveyPlanet is another
great free online survey platform. Review and print survey results including responses, participant info such as location data, and survey completion rate. Embed survey on your website or embed videos and call links.
This Tiny Bathroom Was in Desperate Need of Some TLC - Until Now! Use SurveyMonkey to drive your business forward by using our free online survey tool to capture the voices and opinions of the people who matter most to you. SurveyMonkey: The World’s Most Popular Free Online Survey Tool
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